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NAME OF THE GOOD PRACTICE/PROJECT  
Pribina's Nitrawa 
 
Keywords:  
history, crafts, life in the Middle Ages 
 
The aim of the project: 
To present the life of Cyril and Methodius and show period crafts, skills and everyday life in the early Middle Ages in an 
attractive format of experiential and cognitive tourism by means of a historical festival with "living history". 
 
Partners: 
Nitra Municipality 
Nitra Self-Governing Region - Department of Tourism 
Nitra Diocese 
 
Project implementation time:  
First week of July, annually event 
 
Budget:  
EPS Agency - €400 - preparatory phase; EPS Agency - €1600 through the ÚNSK Grant Scheme - implementation part; 
Daniel Balko SZČO - €1700 through the ÚNSK Grant Scheme - implementation phase; Nitra Municipality - €3000 - 
implementation phase 
Total:  €6700 
 
Granted by:  
Various sources 
 
Priority line/Specific objective: if it is related to a specific priority line or objective 
 
Context: please describe the socio-economic context of the project (300-400 words) 
 
Description: please describe the good practice (half a page)  
 
Results: please describe the outcomes of the project (200-400 words) 
The number of participating historical companies is growing year by year, and even vendors from the Czech Republic sell 
their products on the historical market. We are also improving the program and strengthening the interactive 
opportunities for the visitors to experience period skills. This year the event was held for the sixth time. The festival has 
changed into a supraregional event with an estimated 2-3 thousand visitors. 
 
Success factors: preferably this kind of information should be requested from partners involved in the good practice, 
please also add your insights. (300-500 words) 
The event is directly focused on the presentation of historical period of Cyril and Methodius, and it is held at places 
associated with the most important events of Great Moravia. Every year, it expands its scope to include other similar 
activities (cooperation with schools, which organize their own children's educational workshops in the designated 
areas...) 
The event popularizes and presents a short section of the Cyril and Methodius Route in Nitra and highlights the 
significance and meaning of this route as a whole. The route runs through the Nitra Self-Governing Region and it allows 
the tourists and the young generation to discover cultural and historical monuments and historical themes. 
Increased attendance of the Nitra, Dear Nitra festivities. 
Creation of an attractive presentation format for the theme of Cyril and Methodius and their heritage in an experiential 
way. 
 
Limiting factors: preferably this kind of information should be requested from partners involved in the good practice, 
please also add your insights. (300-500 words) 
 
Applicability and upscaling: based on success and limiting factors, and the context can this be applied in a different area? 
If yes, what are points that need to be taken into consideration? If no, what are the barriers? (300-400 words) 
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Others: please provide pictures, links, references etc. related to the good practice, please make sure that all of the 
pictures are copyright free or have permission to be used on our website. 
 

• https://nitraden.sk/foto-historicky-festival-pribinova-nitrawa-sa-zacal-sprievodom-cez-mesto/ 

• https://www.sdetmi.com/podujatia/detail/48455/pribinova-nitrawa-2018/ 

• https://nitraden.sk/historicky-festival-pribinova-nitrawa-prinesie-tento-rok-viacero-noviniek/ 

• https://tvnitricka.sk/pribinova-nitrawa-2018/  

• https://nitra.dnes24.sk/historicky-festival-na-nitrianskom-hrade-toto-prinesie-pribinova-nitrawa-302570 
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